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Abstract: This study is an introduction to visualize Minkowskian (n, 1) geometry for all n ≥1. The Minkowski geometry 

naturally encodes the ideas of inertial frames, time and space dilation. Moreover, it also includes studying Minkowski patch 

which is the natural structure of Minkowski space.  
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1. Introduction 

The Universe contains many kinds of spaces and types of 

different curvatures. The space scientists have hypothesized 

many theories to explain the shape and nature of the Universe. 

Minkowski space is one the newly hypothesized geometrical 

spaces that explains many unknown phenomena in the 

Universe. Minkowski Space, which named by Hermann 

Minkowski, is mathematical setting in which Einstein’s theory 

of special relativity is most conveniently formulated by 1907 

Minkowski realized that the special theory of relativity based 

on Lorentz and Poincare, could be best understood in a n- 

dimensional space. Studying Minkowskian mathematical 

models will enhance our understanding of space-time and the 

Universe. Moreover, the construction of fundamental 

properties of Minkowski space develops and enhances 

techniques in space with applications in general and special 

relativity.  Also, this study will help Egyptian mathematical 

scientists to understand and integrate effectively in space 

studies. 

2. Minkowski Space 

Definition 1. Minkowski Space is simply connected, 

geodesically complete, flat Lorentzian manifold.  

Definition 2. An affine space is defined as a pair (A, V) 

consisting of a set A together with a vector space V, such that 

V acts freely and transitively group action on A. There is a 

map τ called translation by the vector v, 

τ: Vx	A → A, A: 	v, a� → v + a           (1) 

with the following properties: 

Identity 

∀	a ∈ A, 0 + a = a or a + 0 = a.            (2) 

Associatively 

∀	v, w ∈ V, ∀a ∈ A, v + 	w + a� = 	v + w� + a	   (3) 

Uniqueness 

∀a ∈ A, V → A: v → v + a.               (4) 

The action is free 

∀v ∈ V	∃		a	point	a ∈ A: a + v = a	then	v = 0.   (5) 

The action is transitive 

∀a, b ∈ A	∃		a	vector	v ∈ V: b = a + v.          (6) 

The dimension of A is the dimension of the vector space of 

translations V. Then the vector space of translations is the 

space of vectors in the plane or in space [1]. 

 

Figure 1 Points and displacements in an affine space 
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Figure 2. The relation between affine space and 

Theorem 1. Minkowski space is an affine space whose 

underlying vector space of signature (n, 1). 

Proof: 

Let E denote an affine space which is different from real 

vector space V = � ,!	by having no special or fixed origin. Let 

the translation group V = � ,! is given the structure of non 

degenerate symmetric bilinear form of index 1. The inner 

product space Rn+1, 2 is introduced by symmetric bilinear form 

of type (n + 1, 2) as  In+1  – I2 

 

〈v, v〉 � v!$  v$$ …………+ v%&!$ ' v%&$$
for all v ϵ V.                    

The bilinear form on inner product space 

[7]:  

B (u, v) = u1v1+ u2v2 + u3v3 +… unv

for all u, vϵ V 

The bilinear form is defined a lorentz metric on E as

ds2=dx!$+dx$$  dx)$ ⋯… dx%$
which is invariant under the translation of E.

So Minkowski (n + 1)-space is denoted by E

affine space of dimension n+1 with a non degenerate inner 

product of index 
'
1

'
.  

The geodesics in Minkowski space E
n,1

straight line of the form: 

Where a point  on a line  p0 ϵ E
n,1

, a vector u ϵ R

space-like, time-like, or null and a real parame

Then there are three types of curves in Minkowski space 

[3]: 

1- Light-like curves form a cone in Minkowski space and 

dividing it into two parts so the light like curves that pass 

through the event will be on the surface of the light cones.

2- Time-like curves fall within a cone defined by light

curves so the time like curves that pass through the event 

will remain inside that event's past and future light 

3- Space-like curves that pass through the event will be 

outside the light cones. 
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under the translation of E. 

space is denoted by E
n,1 

is a real 

1 with a non degenerate inner 

n,1
 are  Euclidean 

           (10) 

, a vector u ϵ R
n,1

 is 

like, or null and a real parameter t ϵ R. 

Then there are three types of curves in Minkowski space 

like curves form a cone in Minkowski space and 

dividing it into two parts so the light like curves that pass 

through the event will be on the surface of the light cones. 

e curves fall within a cone defined by light-like 

curves so the time like curves that pass through the event 

will remain inside that event's past and future light cones. 

like curves that pass through the event will be 

Definition 3. A vector u = 

• spacelike if 

B(u, u) = u!$  u$$ ⋯
• lightlike (or null) if 

B(u, u) =  u!$  u$$ ⋯
• timelike if 

B(u, u) = u!$  u$$ ⋯
The union of all null lines is called the lightcone. Then the 

light-cone with vertex p of Minkowski space E

the set of all lightlike vectors of E

L(p) = {(x1, x2, …., xn) ∈ En,1;{

= 0} − {(0, 0, 0)}[4].

Figure 3. The curves in Minkowski space

3. Minkowski Patch 

Einstein space [5] of dimension n is denoted by Ein

homogenous space and it is the image of null cone

μ%,! � /u ∈ R%,!	|
under projection  

R%,! '
This mean that Einstein space is a conformal compact

of Minkowski space. 

The double covering 234 5  is a quotient of null cone 

by the action of positive scalar 

The Minkowski patch Min (p) determined by an element p 

of Einn is the complement of the 

Einn – L (p) and has the natural structure of Minkowski space 

En,1 [5]. 
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 		∈ 	 R%,! is said to be: 

⋯… u%$ ' u%&!$ > 0, 

⋯…u%$ ' 	u%&!$ �0, 

⋯…u%$ ' u%&!$ < 0. 

nes is called the lightcone. Then the 

cone with vertex p of Minkowski space E
n,1 

is defined as 

the set of all lightlike vectors of E
n,1

, that is, 

;{	x!$  x$$ ⋯… x%$ ' x%&!$  

= 0} − {(0, 0, 0)}[4]. 

 

The curves in Minkowski space 

 

Einstein space [5] of dimension n is denoted by Ein
n
 is a 

homogenous space and it is the image of null cone 

|6 7, 7 8	� 09	: ' /09;    (11) 

' /09 → RP%&!           (12) 

space is a conformal compactness 

is a quotient of null cone μ%,! 

by the action of positive scalar multiplications. 

(p) determined by an element p 

is the complement of the light cone L(p) in Einn, i.e, 

and has the natural structure of Minkowski space 
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Figure 4. The points in Minkowski space

From figure 4 we see that the origin or the vertex with 

homogeneous coordinates =0%01 ?  is mapped to the improper 

point having homogeneous coordinates =010
vecor 0n ϵ Rn. 

Let p∞ be an improper point, in the double

every Minkowski patch are attached two improper points:

1- The spatial improper point has homogeneous coordinates 

= 0'10% ?  and it is denoted by the unique element 

such that the given Minkowski patch is Min

2- The timelike improper point has homogeneous coordi

nates = 010%?and it is denoted by the unique element 

such that the given Minkowski patch is Min+

Figure 5. The improper points in Minkowski patch of double covering 

The point of view of one Minkowski patch is shown in 

Figure 5 where the timelike improper point is represented by 

two identified points, the spatial improper point is represented 

by an entire circle and the sphere at infinity is represented by 

the two identified circles. A point on one sphere is identified to 

a point on the other sphere by scalar multiplication by −1.

Theorem 2. The crooked surfaces have four points and 

Minkowski space En,1 ∈ Min (p1) ∪ Min (p

Min(p∞�. 
Proof: 

In crooked surfaces ∈ Rn, we get four points in a stem 

configuration which is defined as the union of null lines passes 

through the vertex (the origin) inside the light cone:

1- The vertex point p0 = =0%01 ?, 
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points in Minkowski patch of double covering 234 5   

The point of view of one Minkowski patch is shown in 

Figure 5 where the timelike improper point is represented by 

two identified points, the spatial improper point is represented 

le and the sphere at infinity is represented by 

the two identified circles. A point on one sphere is identified to 

a point on the other sphere by scalar multiplication by −1. 

The crooked surfaces have four points and 

Min (p2) ∪ Min (p0) ∪ 

, we get four points in a stem 

configuration which is defined as the union of null lines passes 

through the vertex (the origin) inside the light cone: 

2- Two ideal points: p1 =  = 010
3- The improper point	p∞	 �
We get 8 segments between (p

(p∞	 , p2) and the complement of Ein

consists of four quadrilateral regions. Then E

Min (p2) ∪ Min (p0) ∪ Min(p∞

3.1. Visualized Minkowski Patch

Let pE 	∈ Einn F Rn+1 \ {0} and the image of null geodesics 

α in Einn are spiral curves in Rn+1

is the union of geodesics contain

cone of an element pE  of Ein

revolution in R3 obtained by rotating a spiral contained in a 

vertical 2-plane around an axis of the plane. From fig. 6 we 

can visualize how Minkowski patches embed in R

From fig. 6 we can deduced that Minkowski patch Min

in Einn is the intersection between the future oriented time like 

curve I+ (pE) and the past oriented time like curve I 

Figure 6. Minkowski patch in Ein

4. The Closure 

Definition 4. Crooked plane is a polyhedral surface in the 

Einstein space consists of wings which are two null planes 

inside the light cone, the stem is the union of two quadrants 

of two null lines (time-like lines) inside the light cone and the 

spine is a space-like vector [6]. 

Figure 7. A crooked plane

From fig. 7 we can see the wings are half planes tangent to 

  

010%?,  p2 = = 0'10% ?, 
=0%10 ?. 

We get 8 segments between (p0, p1), (p0, p2), (p∞	, p1) and 

) and the complement of Einn –[L( p0) ∪ L(p∞	�G	 
teral regions. Then En,1 ∈ Min (p1) ∪ 

∞� and the proof is complete. 

Visualized Minkowski Patch 

{0} and the image of null geodesics 
n+1 \ {0}.  So that the light cone 

is the union of geodesics contain	pE . Then, if  n = 2, the light 

of Ein2 is a singular surface of 

obtained by rotating a spiral contained in a 

plane around an axis of the plane. From fig. 6 we 

ize how Minkowski patches embed in R3 \ {0}.  

From fig. 6 we can deduced that Minkowski patch Min+ (pE� 
is the intersection between the future oriented time like 

) and the past oriented time like curve I – (α2(pE��. 

 

Minkowski patch in Ein2≈ R3 – {0} 

Crooked plane is a polyhedral surface in the 

Einstein space consists of wings which are two null planes 

the stem is the union of two quadrants 

like lines) inside the light cone and the 

 

 

A crooked plane 

From fig. 7 we can see the wings are half planes tangent to 
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the light cone and the stem are the two infinite timelike 

triangles. 

Definition 5. A set has the closure property under a 

particular operation if the result of the operation is always an 

element in the set 

1. The light cone L (p) is the closure of null plane 

containing p. 

2. The closure of a stem H	I�JJJJJJ is two light

3. The closure of each wings W1, W2 intersect ideal light 

cone L (p∞). 

4. The closure of time-like geodesic and space

geodesic are time-like circle and space

containing p∞. 

5. Crooke plane C is homomorphic to R

complement E2,1 – C  consists of components each 

homomorphic to R3. This mean crooked half spaces and 

their closure closed half spaces. 

Definition 6. The crooked half-space with vertex p and 

direction vector v is defined by: 

H		v, p� � /:p  v	 ∈ R)|	〈uK, v〉 8 0	LM						〈uK, v〉〈u&, v〉 8 0	LM	〈v, v〉
〈u&, v〉 8 0	LM	〈v, v〉 	6 09

and the corresponding crooked plane is its boundary ∂H(v, p) 

[7]. 

Facts about closures: The closures of crooked planes in 

Minkowski patches are crooked surfaces. 

We use Mathematica program to visualize crooked plane 

as following : 

Figure 8. The stem in crooked plane

Figure 9. The first wing 
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We use Mathematica program to visualize crooked plane 
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Figure 10. The second wing

ShowOS,W

Figure 11. The crooked 

5. Conclusions 

This research deals with studying the properties of 

Minkowski patch which is the natural structure of Minkowski 

space. Also, we have been able to see the points and curves in 

Minkowski space. Furthermore, Visualized

patches embedded in R
n+1 

\ {0}.
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Is isomorphic to F  
Light cone L(p) 
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